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 I create portraits and self-portraits that explore the dualities of the western human 
condition, namely the deviant and the ideal, the refined and the unrefined, and the perfect 
and the flawed. Drawing on personal experiences with people considered outsiders or 
social deviants, I construct figures that embody the conflicting ideas inherent in these 
dualities. I explore these conflicts in drawings that are constructed with marks and shapes 
that are both basic and refined, and in photographs that use analytic documentation to 
describe social turmoil. I reference artists both contemporary and historical, such as Egon 
Schiele, Robert Longo, Kathe Kollwitz, Shepard Fairey and Eadweard Muybridge, and 
use a process that is both intellectual and intuitive in order to create work that is 
multivalent in nature with a foundation in the visual language of figurative art. My work 
becomes an open invitation for viewers to explore the tensions and conflicts that make up 
the contemporary human condition through the frozen actions of a figure.
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 “deviant, n. Something that deviates from normal” 
Oxford English Dictionary  
 
“We do not need Darwin to see that we belong with other animals. A little observation of 
our lives soon leads to the same conclusion.” 
Straw Dogs: Thoughts on Humans and Other Animals (Gray, 3) 
 
 The body of work “Deviant” constitutes a two-year exploration of the conflicts of 
the human condition through mediums of drawings on paper, public murals and 
photography. Using human and animal figures to embody these conflicts, I explore the 
ideas, emotions and actions that are constituted as deviant in western society and their 
collisions with social norms. In these collisions, I investigate the dualities that construct 
the contemporary western human animal, namely the wild and the civilized, the refined 
and the unrefined, the perfect and the flawed.  I describe these contrasts and collisions 
through drawings and photographs that explore both poles and through figures that 




Within my drawings I investigate these oppositions through diverse mark making 
that is loose and confined, basic and refined, and aggressive and controlled in order to 
investigate the tension, conflict, and challenges of the human condition. I create work that 
connects the viewer to the subject through the broad visual language of figure drawing 
and portraiture. Ambiguous spaces and forms such as unspecified ground, indefinite 
poses and incomplete bodies require the viewer to complete the work.                       
 
Within the photographs I engage the subject of deviance through the lens of social 
and economic commentary. In the style of Eadweard Muybridge’s sequential 
photographic studies of the human body in motion, I analyze figures and actions that 
embody the complex and intangible economic ideas which led to the 2008-2009 financial 
collapse, such as fiscally imprudent tactics and the creation of economic bubbles. I 
juxtapose this deviance with the analytic documentation of the photograph in order to 







“If we take as the object of our attention behavior which comes to be labeled as deviant, 
we must recognize that we cannot know whether a given act will be categorized as 
deviant until the response of others has occurred. Deviance is not a quality that lies in 
behavior itself, but in the interactions between the person who commits an act and those 
who respond to it.” 
Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance (Becker, 14) 
 
 I consider my audience to be a diverse set of individuals who are linked, at least 
in a western sense, by governmental and societal rules and ideals that they may or may 
not condone. I consider my work an exploration of these ideals in conflict with the 
realities of the human condition. I believe my audience to be both insiders and outsiders, 
or sometimes both. Because of the diversity of my audience and my belief that my work 
should question but not preach, I consider it paramount to allow for the work to act as an 
inquiry or a conundrum, one that engages the idea of deviance but is also open to 
interpretation. Using the vocabulary and history of art through references to artists both 
contemporary and historical such as Robert Longo, Kathe Kollwitz, Jenny Saville, and 
Egon Schiele, I ask broad and multidimensional questions through the jumbles of actions 




SUBJECT - THE OUTSIDER 
 
“Social rules define situations and the kinds of behavior appropriate to them, specifying 
some actions as “right” and forbidding others as “wrong”. When a rule is enforced, the 
person who is supposed to have broken it may be seen as a special kind of person, one 
who cannot be trusted to live by the rules agreed on by the group. He is regarded as an 
outsider.” (Becker, 1) 
 
“The outsider – the deviant from group rules…” 
Outsiders: Studies in the Sociology of Deviance (Becker, 3) 
  
 The idea of the outsider intrigues me. What attracts me to this notion is its 
inherent interconnectivity with western ideas of deviance such as wildness, unreason, 
emotionality and imperfection. What fascinates me is the conflict that occurs when the 
attributes that are applied to the outsider collide, in stark contrast, with the rules that 
construct the basis of western society.  
  
 Those who have historically been grouped as outsiders (women, homosexuals, the 
physically disabled, those with mental disorders, ethnic or religious and minorities, 
extremists, animals, the poor, the old, the young, the overtly sexual, etc) and how this 
grouping is directly related to a perceived disregard (or incapacity) for control of 
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intellectual, emotional and/or physical faculties is another source of intrigue. How these 
allegedly untamed, imperfect, and/or chaotic individuals are forced into conflict with the 
societal requirements of a 21st century human animal is the basis of my work.     
  
 Attempts to tame or deny the undesirable tendencies of the human being through 
psychological, social and environmental constructs in western cultures, such as restrictive 
laws, isolation and/or containment of peoples, medications and therapies, and sterile 
nondescript spaces, is another source of intrigue.  How these actions can have adverse 
effects on individuals both physically and mentally, such as feelings of persecution, 
disconnection from nature, and strong physical reactions to medications, has become a 
major focus of my work. 
 
 The deviance ascribed to outsiders draws me to them as a subject, because within 
this collision with social standards, one can examine the dualities the human animal. 
Whether it be through the supposed flaws of unchecked emotionality, “deviant” 
sexuality, intense devotion to an unseen and unmeasured force(s), irrational or wild 
actions, incapacities of the mind or body, primitivism, etc, the prejudices and traits 
leveled against the outsider can work as a mirror to tell us about our social rules. If these 
deviances are used as a guide, their contrasting traits (stoicism, restrained and/or 
conventional sexuality, rationalism, domestication, stability, cleanliness and sterility, 
civilization, progress, etc) can be used as a blueprint for our social ideals. By examining 
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both sides, the ideal and the deviant, we can become more aware of tension inherent in 
the western human condition.  
 
 Paradoxically, as an able bodied, educated, white male of elite and, at times, 
middle class status, I seem to be placed in one of the few categories in western culture 
that has not, through majority prejudice, historically resided in the realm of outsider. On 
the other hand, having also been part of the lower class economically I have also resided 
in the realm of the outsider.  Either way, I am uneasy in both roles because I find each 
role to be constraining and artificial. The human being is a multidimensional and 
conflicted animal, feral and civilized, basic and refined, emotional and logical.  Faith, 
disorder and emotionality are as innate or vital as stoicism, order and reason. I contend 
that one must embrace the dualities of human experience in order to live a fully human 
life; to favor one mode of being over the other undermines the reality of what it is to be 





PROCESS / WORK OVERVIEW 
 
 Like many artists, I take as a starting point for my work my own experience and 
personal history. Particularly, I draw from interactions and experiences with those who 
somehow fall into the realm of the outsider. Individuals with mental disorders, the 
elderly, children, Pentecostals, the physically disabled and animals have all been my 
subjects. I draw on the exceedingly dramatic areas of these individual’s existence and 
their history, as well as those areas that can be considered deviations. I search for these 
deviations as an entranceway, in order to explore the human condition and the conflicts 
that arise for those considered unrefined in a society that expects refinement. I seek out 
these examples in the attitudes, ideas and actions of my subjects and within myself in 
order to find instances of the collision between the two poles. By doing this, I hope to 
gain insights into the conflicts of the contemporary human animal. 
  
 In my most recent work, the beginning of my process has expanded to take on a 
journalistic approach. Instead of relying solely on past experiences and interactions, such 
as my previous experience working with individuals with mental disorders, I have begun 
to seek out the outsider in society by going to events where uninhibited action may not 
only be condoned but also fostered, such as Pentecostal churches, and interviewing some 
of the peoples that reside in these communities. In so doing, I expand my exploration out 
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of the restrictions of happened upon experiences and continue my work with a more 
thorough investigation of the idea of deviance. 
 
The Conceptual Process -Persona 
 My process continues by performing the actions and mimicking the personalities 
that may be considered deviant. I do not so much channel the personality of my subjects 
as I create a persona. This persona is an amalgamation, created through my observations 
and interactions with one or more individuals. I perform this persona, drawing on 
conflicts and emotions that I feel but would not normally fully display or act upon. I look 
for actions that embody these emotions while also exhibiting a discontinuity with societal 
norms, and perform the actions in order to further examine my own conflicts as a 
contemporary human animal. Within contemporary art this process could be easily linked 
to Cindy Sherman’s “Untitled Film Stills” in their constructed personas and self-
portraiture (Robertson, 115), if not in their subjects or handling.  
 
 In order to ask broader questions I create an ambiguous relation between the 
figure and the ground, the figure and the viewer and especially within the figure’s 
positioning. A figure may function as either falling or ascending, gripping the ground or 
levitating (Fig. 1.2). It can be flailing on its back or standing and striking out against the 
viewer (Fig. 1.1). There is a sense of struggle and instability to the figures both in their 
actions and poses (Fig. 2.2), their conflict with their environment (Fig. 3.2) and 
sometimes simply with the laws of gravity (Fig. 3.1).  
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 The instability of the figure’s mass in relation to the ground speaks directly to the 
volatility of a human being that has been isolated and/or imprisoned in a pure and sterile 
space. Like a captured animal, the figures react to the space in frantic, and at times, 
illogical ways. This uncertainty of the figure’s pose and its purpose leads to a 
multivalence of interpretation and adds to the viewers’ experience by giving multiple 
conceptual starting points and avenues to wander.  
 
 These writhing, suspended figures on nondescript white backgrounds reference 
the artist Robert Longo and his “Men in the Cities” series. But where Longo’s subjects 
from the 1980s are clad in business attire and reference the “spasms” of punk rock 
(Spears), my figures from the 21st century have devolved and been stripped bare, their 
body hair, like fur is their only attire, and a more rigid and disturbed contortion is taking 
place. 
 
 Searching for meaning and openness to change throughout the process is key. It 
allows the work to become conceptually multidimensional and not be restricted in its 
infancy. It also acknowledges the drawing process, with the erasing out and adding on, as 
well as the initial gestural armature, acting as evidence of the construction and movement 
of the figure (Fig. 2.2). This visual evidence operates similar to the animated work of the 
artist William Kentridge (Vitamin D, 160). The work is constantly changing and 
morphing as I continually search for the source of my intrigue. An arm may be moved 7 
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or 8 times before it is finalized, the facial expression may move from anger to glee, it’s 
both an intuitive and intellectual process where the end result becomes a multifaceted 
interpretation of the original subject. 
 
The Technical Process and the Content 
 Before I begin a drawing, I perform these actions and document these 
performances through photography and/or video. If I were interested in a mechanical 
documentation of these actions then this is where the process would end for me (during 
the process of producing the Muybridge-esque photographic images (Fig. 5.1) for the 
series “Crisis”, this is where it did end). But for this work, what interests me is a more 
human experience and the dualities that can be created within it. For this type of exercise 
I find a ready ally in the subject of figure drawing.  
 
 The figure as a subject has always compelled me. It is a broad and connective 
subject that allows a variety of peoples to easily enter, needing only a body of their own 
for an audience member to find some sort of bond with or juxtaposition for comparison. 
Its history in art is a charting of the ideals and importance any given society places on it, 
whether it be individualism, community, spirituality, and nationalism. In western art the 
figure has been both en vogue and at times out of fashion. Because of this, it has resided 
both as the ultimate insider and as a castaway outsider and relic of the past.  
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  The tools I use, both the drawing instruments and surfaces, as well as the 
methods, are equally as important and come with their own history and prescribed 
meaning. The stark whiteness of the paper is a metaphor for social purity, sterility and the 
ideals of stoicism and logic. It functions as an enclosed asylum, gallery, a prison, 
institutional walls, the psychological interior space, or simply blank endlessness. This 
latter interpretation of the space and its occupant is related to Foucault’s description of 
the exiled passengers on “ships of fools” as prisoners  “in the midst of what is the freest, 
the openest of routes: bound fast at the infinite crossroads” (Foucault, 11). This perfect 
white paper in its most pristine state is my characters’ environment. Its purity, stripped of 
imperfections, acts as a symbol for the standards of refinement in our civilization. I attack 
this paper, and in so doing I destroy its purity, adding instead emotion and humanness. In 
my public murals, the wall surface serves many of the same purposes as the paper. Still 
the blank white symbol of sterility and stoicism, here instead of creating a document I 
imbed the human experience directly into the structure of an institutional environment 
(Fig. 2.2). More permanent and larger in scale, these drawings are meant to confront the 
viewer during their daily lives as opposed to the drawings displayed within a gallery 
setting. The wall surface then becomes a less detached symbol for the social norm as it 
resides directly in the public setting. 
 
 My figures are attacks on the environment of the paper or wall surface and my 
weapon is drawing, specifically in charcoal whose archaic and dirty demeanor is the 
antithesis of the sterility of the surface. Charcoal, this dirty carbon used by primitive man, 
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renaissance masters and contemporary artists alike, is used to construct marks, values and 
shapes that acknowledge these varied art sensibilities. My fingers push into heavy-handed 
swashes of black, putting the human hand and its fallibility directly into the work, while 
my erasers excavate clean, sinuous and appealing forms to counter balance the chaos. 
During this time in my process I attempt to balance the aggressive, swift and daring build 
up of marks with more restrained and articulate rendering in order to acknowledge the 
refined and unrefined characteristics of the human being (Fig. 1.1).  
 
 I find artistic parallels to this attacking yet refined interpretation of the human 
body within the painter Jenny Saville. But if Saville’s paintings are “based on a twofold 
relation to the body: the image as representation of it and the material as a metaphor for 
it.” (Schwabsky), my work may be more adequately described as a twofold representation 
of the human condition, the body as a manifestation of it and the materials as a metaphor 
for it. 
 
 My figures are built through the use of opposing shapes and tones (example 5), 
giving them a dramatic and ominous weight that contrasts heavily with the environment 
and pushes its form out towards the viewer, adding to the confrontation. The conflicts 
within the figure are mirrored by its construction. Its form is created through a co-
mingling of heavily contrasted shapes, as well as mark making and an edge quality that 
can be both subtle and diffused in areas and stark and hard edged in others. These forces 
fight amongst each other at a scale that requires the viewer’s attention and mimics the 
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psychological chaos of the subject matter, requiring a more psychological read than a 
naturalistic one. The graphic nature of these drawings and their psychological impact 
may recall the prints of artists like Kathe Kollwitz. My figure’s construction, based on 
opposing shapes and tones, references graffiti and stencil artists such as Shepard Fairey.  
 
  I use multiple references to create a single figure, taking faces, arms, hands, legs, 
torsos as well as perspectives and lighting from different sources and engineer them into 
a feasible human form. The end product becomes, at first glance, a fairly accurate 
interpretation of the human figure. However, when looked at more closely, it is a 
distorted form whose parts are slightly off kilter, an uneasy play between realism and 
distortion. Like the dorsal fin of a killer whale, the bodies become contorted as a reaction 
to their isolation and/or captivity.  
  
  This uneasy play continues through the juxtaposition of the viewer and the scale 
of the figure being viewed. I choose a slightly larger than life size scale for most of my 
figures. This scale allows for a play between identification, confrontation and dominance 
that aids to the overall sense of conflict between the viewer and the work. The figures are 
goliaths, not so large that they become giants though large enough to dominate the space 





 This balance between the intricately rendered and heavy-handed, distorted and 
naturalistic, confrontational and ambiguous, creates a figure that is both basic and 
refined, part man and part animal, which acknowledges the aforementioned dualities of 









 My figures are portraits and self-portraits that play between personal and societal 
investigation and criticism in order to question ideals or norms. To further this 
investigation, the figures in my drawings have been stripped bare and displayed. In this 
display they are not simply static specimens, they are both fixed and active. The figures 
are frozen in their presentation but active in their handling and interactions with the 
viewer. In their mass and aggressive surfaces my figures dominate the space of the 
gallery in a physical fashion, looming over and pushing out, in high contrast, towards the 
viewer. In its actions and expressions the figure is at times weak, withering, failed, fearful 
or acting out in rampaging tantrums. With all its physical power, dramatic actions and 
rage it is helpless and is displayed unapologetically naked, both physically and 
emotionally, for the world to see.  
 
 Through scale, stark visual contrasts and uncomfortable subject matter I confront 
the audience with this conundrum by infiltrating the space with these figures. I do not ask 
for the viewer’s attention, but forcefully demand it in order to bring these conflicts out of 
the confined realm of the outsider and relocate them into the proximity of viewer’s daily 
lives. In this way the work’s placement in the public sphere, in the murals or in the 
gallery setting, is an attack on the norm.  My hope for the viewer is that they not 
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impassively dissect these individuals, but that they explore them, and find empathy for 























THE SERIES AND SPECIFIC WORKS 
 
 The work that is the focus of this thesis can be grouped into five series, the 
Beginning, the Murals, the Fractured Figures, Unseen Forces and Crisis. I will focus on 
each individually in order to further explain the content of my work. 
 
The Beginning 
 Drawing on my experiences with peoples with mental disorders, I created work 
that delved into some of the qualities I found in these people, qualities that manifested 
themselves physically through the person’s dramatic actions while also evoking emotions 
or ideas that I shared. Empathy was my primary motivation as well as a need to further 
investigate my connection with people that had become isolated social outsiders.  The 
traits (actions, ideas, emotions) that I witnessed became my subject matter. The pieces are 
heavily worked and rely on intense mark making, resulting in a gritty, primal and 
explosive feeling. This type of mark making mimics the actions and contrasts against the 
white of the paper, paralleling the conflicts of the refined and the unrefined. 
 
Defiant (Fig. 1.1) 
 One of the first self-portraits that I created pictures a man-child, violently lashing 
out and clad in nothing but a diaper. The figure is seen as lying or standing, creating 
instability in its interpretation. This full-grown man is clothed as an infant and its facial 
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expression operates as either a primal scream, an expression of shock, disorientation, 
fear, etc. This writhing, hairy and dirty figure contrasts with its pure environment and 
pushes out off the page, which has been violently ripped at the top and the bottom. In its 
dualities it is still defiant, both against its environment and its viewer. In this self-portrait, 
I use expressive handling, contortion and an intensity of interpretation that recalls the 
self-portraits of Egon Schiele.  
 
Fear of Freedom (Fig. 1.2) 
 The second drawing in this grouping shows a figure being violently seized by an 
unspecified force. This figure, mouth agape, back arched and eyes staring off, is in a 
position that functions as a seizure, ecstasy, extreme pain, levity and/or possession. It 
seems to be levitating, though one hand attempts to grip the ground. The unknown, and 
the unreason that accompanies it, are the subjects of this work. The figure is at a point of 
transcendence, evident in its back arched contortion and its position in relation to the 
ground, and it seems to be under the control of an outside force. Though the figure is in a 




 An interest in the primal art of cave painting as well as a reaction to the pristine 
walls of the art department motivated the creation of two murals. I was interested in 
imbedding a sense of humanness and emotionality into the wall surface of a department 
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that was dedicated to the creative. The murals are also reactions to the frantic atmosphere 
that I felt was underlying academia: though ostensibly they are cloaked in stoicism and 
reason. These drawings were created during and directly after the 2008 market collapse 
and drew from the chaotic energy of the society and the institution. Within these two 
drawings I began to work with opposing shapes as well as a primal mark, another device 
to further the conflict. 
 
The Buffalo (Fig. 2.1) 
 The wild, stampeding buffalo in this work is frozen on the wall, suspended mid 
gallop, calling upon the iconography of cave painting. With its mouth open, tongue out in 
a frantic gasp, and body contorted, it is obviously not comfortable with this institutional 
environment, a place that contrasts starkly with its wildness of action and chaotic 
demeanor. The animal is cornered, yet through its sheer mass and frenzied state it is also 
confronts and dominates the viewer.  
 
The Man (Fig. 2.2) 
 In this work the figure of a man is seen plummeting, jumping or diving. Mouth 
agape, body contorted, with similar handling and at a confrontational scale, the figure 
shares many of the attributes that the buffalo does. Though they are displayed at opposite 
corners of the building (calling on the space we place between ourselves and other 
animals), they are, in fact, the same. Both are wild animals, thrust into this stoic, sterile 
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and reasoned institutional environment, and both are desperately and frantically trying to 
deal with their placement. 
 
The Fractured Figure 
 Within these works the environment takes on more technological traits and the 
figures a more animalistic character. These two forces fight each other. The forms begin 
to fracture and the lines begin to blur between the figure and its environment. 
 
Half man/ Half gorilla / Half Humming Bird (Fig. 3.1) 
 Within these works I began to take on the attributes of certain animals by 
mimicking their actions and using documentation of these actions as my source material. 
I was inspired by the work of Oleg Kulik and his performance as a dog in “I Bite 
America and America Bites Me”.  I was interested in behavior I had witnessed from a 
gorilla in the local zoo. Its physical mass and defiance in the face of its caged 
environment intrigued me. It would stomp towards the glass that separated it from its 
observer / captor, as children and adults watched and mocked. I was interested in the will 
of this animal, which even caged stood its ground. 
   
 This self-portrait, Half man / Half gorilla / Half hummingbird, was generated 
from my observations of this gorilla. The figure can be seen as willing itself into flight 
like a humming bird (though its mass would never allow it) or pouncing on its adversary. 
The action has caused a distortion, blur and fracture of its form reminiscent of that found 
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in screaming popes of Francis Bacon or the Matrix movies of the Wachowski brothers. 
Through either a sense of will that defies the laws of physics or through an attack on its 
adversary, the figure has begun to transcend its form. 
 
The Shark (Fig. 3.2)  
 This writhing figure is being taken over by its pure environment in piercing 
technical fractures, the wild subsiding to the refined. This work can be interpreted as an 
animal being dominated by the technological world, screaming and chomping as its form 
is fractured. If taken as a diptych, it can be seen as the end result of the former drawings 
transcendence, the environment fighting back. 
 
Unseen Forces 
 These drawing contain a coupling of themes and techniques found in the previous 
work. The subject of unseen forces is drawn from previous explorations within the series 
“the Beginning”, specifically the work discussed under the heading “Fear of Freedom”. I 
began to rehash my interest in this topic during the summer of 2009 while researching 
Pentecostal churches. I attended a few of these churches and interviewed some of the 
people I knew who were current or former Pentecostals. I was interested in the idea of 
being taken over by the “holy spirit” and the frantic actions that were displayed while 
people were in this state. People speaking in tongues, people running in place, peoples 
extending their hands to the heavens, people being knocked back by the power of the 
“holy spirit”, people writhing and the idea of rejecting the physical world intrigued me. I 
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began to create work drawing from these experiences in order to further investigate the 
idea of being taken over by an irrational force. I also took this opportunity to work with 
all the previous ways I had used mark making in the past, including fracturing the form, 
using primal marks and using oppositional shapes to construct the figure. 
 
Surrender (Fig. 4.1) 
 The idea of surrendering became the topic of my first work in this series. The 
figure functions as frantically running or dancing, kneeling to pray, surrendering after a 
chase or at the finale of an event. It is shown, arms and eyes raised, the upper torso 
slightly stretched upward while the lower torso and legs are compacted, covered in hair, 
and dog legged. The stretching of the upper torso and the animal like nature of the lower 
create an opposition; the figure is stretching towards something beyond its animal self. 
The image is of a figure exhaustively surrendering in an explosion of action to something 
that cannot be seen or rationalized.  
 
The Take Over (Fig. 4.2) 
 This figure’s position functions as electrocution, giving birth, or being knocked 
down. The force implied has a dramatic impact on the figure, destroying it and distorting 
the form in a way that references Bacon. This type of fracture does not recall the 
technological as in previous pieces. This force is something more basic, inflicting its 
power over the figure and destroying it. 
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Falling (Fig. 4.3) 
 The figure is shown in three falling states. The first state shows the figure 
contained, in the second the figure appears to be exploding and in the third the figure has 
become completely fractured. The triptych acts as a narrative of the figure’s descent. For 
this series, I was interested in the rejection of the physical world through a dramatic 
action. The figure operates like a person in a dreamlike or meditative state who acts to 
destroy themselves, either unaware of its fate or beyond response. When the figure 
fractures it is only the surface that does so, there is nothing else that makes up the form. 




 The photographs that are grouped in this series are unlike the rest of the work 
presented here in many ways. They are not drawings, they are not self-portraits, and they 
are not naked. They share similarities in that they are frozen figures that embody an idea 
of deviance. But unlike the former works, these ideas are not culled from personal 
experience; they are collective experiences of a whole society. 
 
 I began this series as a reaction to the market collapse of 2008 and the subsequent 
economic crisis. I became intrigued by terms such as bubble, short selling, and credit 
default swaps, which were abstract to me. I was interested in making these abstract words 
and ideas tangible, to more easily study and diagnose the situation. 
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 Thinking back to art history, I turned to another artist who was looking to 
discover and diagnose something unseen, Eadweard Muybridge, and his sequential 
photographs of figures in motion. I applied this method of sequential photographic 
analysis to figures performing actions that mimicked some of the ideas and terms used 
during this crisis. Figures in this series are seen sawing through a stack of mortgages 
(Fig. 5.1), making and popping bubbles (Fig. 5.2) and tossing mortgages between 
themselves (Fig. 5.3). They are like their drawn counterparts in that they embody deviant 
ideas, but where they differ is in their conflicts. If the conflicts in the drawings are both 
internal (within the figure) and external (between the figure and the environment), here 
the conflict resides between the idea and the way it is being viewed. It is a conflict 
between ideas that caused turmoil and disorder and their pseudo-scientific and ordered 
























































Fig. 4.1 Self-Portrait 
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